Exoplanet Exploration: A Decade Horizon

NASA and ESA efforts

Calendar Year 2020 | 2021 | 2022 | 2023 | 2024 | 2025 | 2026 | 2027 | 2028 | 2029 | 2030 | 2031

Kepler

LBTI

Keck SA

Single Aperture Sci

NN-EXPLORE

Starshade to TRL 5

Technology

Exoplanet New Worlds Mission

Great Observatory Science

Explorer Science

Roman

European Science

Mission Ops

Gaia

Euclid

Cheops

JWST - MIRI, NIRCAM

Hubble Space Telescope

Exoplanet Decadal Prep

Starshade to TRL 5

Strategic Astrophysics Technology - SAT

Decadal Large Mission

ExEP

Other NASA

ESA

TBD

Operating missions shown for approved Phase F. Others as approved in APD budget plan.